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LIVING PROOF
Those who accepted His message were
baptized and about three thousand were
added to their number that day.
Acts 2:41

Cru now reports 3.3 million Christ-centered, multiplying
------------------------------------------------

Praise and Prayer
PRAY: Jesus Film Missions Trips teams that
Linda’s work supports are training nationals
in how to use the Jesus Film App in East
Asia, Nepal, African Islands, India and the
Middle East.
PRAISE: Our Cru “Day of Prayer” – 900 staff
in Orlando as well as staff worldwide –
went exceedingly well. Praise the Lord as
Greg had program responsibilities.

disciples globally since 2010. This, too, counts the fruit
of ministries or churches who use our resources, benefit
from our training or shoulder with us in a quest to
change lives for Jesus.
We wanted to provide you a sample of God’s work.
---------------------------------------------------------

Spiritual Multiplication …
In Manila, It looks Like This!
Below, there are words for an online search to view an
inspiring – and challenging – 3-minute video. Joey, an
executive in The Philippines was discipled by a Cru staff
there. He has now prayed and led hundreds of his
family, friends and colleagues into knowing the “Joy of
Jesus.”

Search on Google: “I Saw Joy in Their Faces – MOLD,
MULTIPLY, MOBILIZE”

Each circle represents a changed life for Jesus.
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Going on Mission … Its Impact is Greatest on Those “Sent”
It’s a pretty rare sight when the likes of “Gan”,
“Wu”, “Yan”, and “Li”, in football uniforms, kneel
for what would become a circle of prayer.
This happened when a USA football team with
Athlete in Action (AIA) competed against teams
from Mexico, Japan, South Korea and East Asia
in the World University Championships.
Tom Amstutz, head coach with the University of
Toledo in the early 2000s, coached the AIA
team. Tom through Cru prayed and received Christ decades ago.
In addition to prayer and spiritual conversations with members of international teams,14 of the 45 players
with AIA accepted Christ (25 of them D-1 athletes). Eleven of these were baptized during a pre-tour
training camp. Praise the Lord!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

300,000 Subscribed to Steve Douglass Plans on YouVersion

This is a God-given strategy of Steve Douglass and the Presidents Partnership and Project Group that
Greg facilitates. See … “MakingYourLifeCount.org” or search “Steve Douglass” on the YouVersion site.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Results … The Irony of It All
The greatest Spiritual “fruit” occurs when we
ABIDE in Jesus – this lesson becoming core to
my life and teaching.
In past years, I’ve multiple times per day
asked God for His power… for the filling of His
Holy Spirit.
Am I also regularly asking God for His
presence? Lord, show me your glory.
Is Jesus enough for Me? Is Jesus enough for
you? “Apart from Jesus, we can do nothing”
(John 15:5).
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